
• Considers past and 
future demand 

• CloudSuite Industrial 
(SyteLine) Item 
parameters drive 
kanban releases 

• Co-exists with MRP 
and APS. 

• Automatically Calculate 
Safety Stock, Trigger Point 
and Maximum Supply 
Quantities for PullSystem 
items 

• Calculate Days of Inventory 
On-Hand and in the Supply 
chain for Pull System items 

• Define Service Level 
policies maintain at the 
optimum level to meet your 
fluctuating demands 

• Purchased and 
manufactured item 
replenishment based upon 
a dynamic demand-driven 
Trigger Point 

• Use the Material Planner’s 
Workbench or Order Action 
Report to confirm your 
Replenishment Orders 

• Visibility into Spike 
Demands and Supplier 
Forecasts 

• APICS standard statistical 
calculation for Safety Stock

• Utilities to identify which 
inventory items are best 
managed by a Pull System

• Works in tandem with 
SyteLine Forecasting with 
to control weighting of 
history vs. forecast

• Compatible with all 
SyteLine versions 

Benefits 

Pull System for Infor CloudSuite Industrial (SyteLine) A 
Lean and Responsive Inventory Management System 
SyteLEAN PullSystem is a simple and responsive inventory 
management system for items that are regularly purchased or 
manufactured. It is an electronic Kanban system that automatically 
“right sizes” the selected inventory items based on “average 
usage”, forecasted usage, and variability in usage. It is an 
automated demand-pull system that “pulls” replacement orders 
when inventory is consumed, rather than “pushing” orders the 
way MRP does. SyteLEAN can be combined with MRP/APS to 
plan each inventory item using the most efficient method for 
each, integrating the plans in the CloudSuite Industrial (SyteLine) 
Planner’s Workbench. SyteLEAN can be used with CloudSuite 
Industrial (SyteLine) Forecasting to help you Right-size your 
inventory considering future demand. 

When an item is issued to production or shipped, if the calculated 
“trigger point” is hit, it replenishes the inventory to the optimum 
level by creating Kanban “planned orders” that are combined 
with the APS/MRP “planned orders”, which can be reviewed 
and released in the CloudSuite Industrial (SyteLine) Planner’s 
Workbench. The “right sizing” calculations can consider both 
historical usage and forecasted usage and the look- ahead and 
look-behind periods can be user-defined. The net result is an 
inventory management system that automatically corrects itself for 
changes in demand and product mix and is much easier to deploy 
and manage than MRP. 

Automate and Integrate the Strengths of Kanban and 
Traditional MRP

Forecast efficiently
For discrete manufacturers like you, maintaining an
efficient operation and healthy bottom line requires that
you have an automated and organized approach to
forecasting. You need to make sure that you can
determine that the right amounts of raw materials and
components are at the right place and at the right time,
in order to best meet customer demand. If you use a
manual, informal forecasting process, you may wind up
with costly excess inventory or order fulfillment and
production efficiency problems. Many companies
perform forecasting using inefficient and error-prone
spreadsheets; to compensate, these companies often
keep too much inventory on hand, or maintain too little
inventory, and consequently lose sales, incur
expediting costs, or ship late.

To overcome these operational challenges, you need
to automate your forecasting processes with a solution
that integrates with your enterprise resource planning
(ERP) system to help you quickly calculate more
accurate forecasts and optimal safety-stock levels.

Improve your operation
Whether you’re a make-to-order (MTO), repetitive, or
engineer-to-order (ETO) manufacturer, you can turn
inventory management into a competitive advantage
with Infor CloudSuite™  Forecasting. Use proven
statistical, collaborative, and top-down forecasting
approaches with a solution that’s designed by
forecasting experts with more than 25 years of
experience helping discrete manufacturers like you
improve operations.

Automate forecasting
With Infor CloudSuite Forecasting, you can automate
the calculation of forecasts and other inventory drivers
such as safety stock. You can set automatic alerts to
notify you when actual demand varies from the plan.

You’ll find Infor CloudSuite Forecasting easy to use,
easy to implement, and helpful for automating
forecasting processes. With it, you can automatically:

Collect data. Collect historical sales of products and
usage of components in both units and dollars.

Calculate forecasts. Calculate forecasts based on
historical demand using various algorithms with what-if
analysis. You can generate forecasts collaboratively,
such as a roll-up of expected demand specified by
customers or salespeople. You can also calculate
forecasts at the customer and warehouse level.

Analyze data. Analyze forecasts, sales, bookings, and
usage of materials by unit and dollar volume, compare
forecasts to historical trends, and compare actual
demand to what was forecasted. You can view
information graphically by groupings, including product,
family, commodity, planner, and by user-defined items.

Adapt the forecast. Adjust the forecast for specific
market factors, such as promotions, competitive
situations, and new opportunities, after collecting and
analyzing data. You can make these adjustments at the
group level or at the item level.

Calculate optimum inventory levels. Quickly calculate
optimum safety stock, order size, and re-order
points-factoring in average usage, variability, lead time,
and desired service level.

Infor CloudSuite ForecastingSyteLEAN



Perform top-down forecasting. Use planning bills that
allow you to calculate or specify a single forecast for a
group of items, and then consume that forecast when
members of the group are sold. If your company has
common components-but unlimited end-item
configuration possibilities-you can forecast the
components as a product family and consume the
forecast when a top-level item of the family is sold. 
This allows the forecasts to drive demand for components
and for customer orders to drive demand for the top-level
items.

Optimize forecasting
Automate and optimize your forecasting with Infor
CloudSuite Forecasting, integrated with your ERP system.
You’ll better meet customer demand by ensuring that raw
materials and components are where they need to be
when needed. With Infor CloudSuite Forecasting, you can:

• Reduce costs by reducing inventory levels.

• Minimize material shortages and stock outs.

• Decrease the time to prepare forecasts.

• Increase forecast accuracy.

Keep inventory levels and expenses 
low, without the risk of material
shortages that can disrupt production,
delay order fulfillment, and reduce
customer satisfaction.
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Perform top-down forecasting. Use planning bills that
allow you to calculate or specify a single forecast for a
group of items, and then consume that forecast when
members of the group are sold. If your company has
common components-but unlimited end-item
configuration possibilities-you can forecast the
components as a product family and consume the
forecast when a top-level item of the family is sold. 
This allows the forecasts to drive demand for components
and for customer orders to drive demand for the top-level
items.

Optimize forecasting
Automate and optimize your forecasting with Infor
CloudSuite Forecasting, integrated with your ERP system.
You’ll better meet customer demand by ensuring that raw
materials and components are where they need to be
when needed. With Infor CloudSuite Forecasting, you can:

• Reduce costs by reducing inventory levels.

• Minimize material shortages and stock outs.

• Decrease the time to prepare forecasts.

• Increase forecast accuracy.

Keep inventory levels and expenses 
low, without the risk of material
shortages that can disrupt production,
delay order fulfillment, and reduce
customer satisfaction.
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800-260-2640
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About Infor.
Infor is fundamentally changing the way information is published and consumed in the enterprise, helping 70,000
customers in more than 200 countries and territories improve operations, drive growth, and quickly adapt to changes in
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Basic Business Objectives of the SyteLEAN PullSystem

• Eliminate waste and excess inventory in both the manufacturing area 
and in purchasing with order replenishment controlled by two key 
factors:

• The calculated PullSystem inventory profile for each item.

• The current level of on-hand and on-order supplies.

• Automatically calculate and update inventory profiles for all Pull Items. 

• Trigger exception reporting for front loading and spike demand to 
protect against future stock outs.

• Replenishment orders are automatically triggered for each item BASED 
ON ACTUAL CONSUMPTION – NOT ANTICIPATED USAGE. 

• Provide status of all items with respect to the on-hand balance, on-
order balance, and total supply. 

• SyteLEAN PullSystem Action Reports:

• Expedite – avoid stock-out by knowing which items are below lead-
time usage

• Critical – know which items don’t have adequate quantities on order to 
cover lead-time usage. 

• Excess – take quick action to reduce exposure when demands change.

The SyteLEAN PullSystem increases the speed and accuracy of your replenishment process; 
helps reduce inventory levels and shortages. It is tightly integrated with your CloudSuite 
Industrial 

(SyteLine) ERP system. It can take as little as a few days to implement and is very easy to use. 
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• Only consumption will 
trigger replenishment

• Historical demand  
“Right-Sizes” supply 

• Minimizes WIP 

• Simple to manage 

• Adds Lean / Kanban 
capabilities to CloudSuite 
Industrial (SyteLine) ERP

• Calculated Safety Stock

• Calculated Trigger/Reorder 
Point 

• Calculated Maximum 
Supply

• Weighting of History and 
Future usage is controlled 
by SyteLEAN parameters.

• JIT Picklist to communicate 
Kanban replenishment 
needs to manufacturing 

• Pull Item Status 

• Spike Demand 

• Exceptions 

• Supplier Forecast

• Buffer Data 

• Buffer Status 

• Pull Simulator

• Item Import Utility

Features

Standard Reports 

Standard Utilities 


